Country Case
Terabididia

- Population: 13 million
- Income per-capita: 6 thousand
- Large youth bulge (youth 15-25 are 30% of WAP)
- Unemployment rates among youth 40%
- Educated youth are 40% of the stock of all unemployed youth
- Number of registered unemployed 300 thousand
- Available counselors 800
- Existing vacancies 130 thousands (PEA filled 5 thousand vacancies during previous year)
- Informal sector: 50% of employment does not contribute to s.s.
- PEA has monopoly for provision of SIL (and has good funding).
Question

• Would recommend LIS?

• Would recommend any policies to reform LIS?

• What model provision would you choose?

• What type of programs?

• How much funding per-capita would you ask for?

• What additional data would you need to make a decision?